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Make two copies of this grid

On the first one, put in all of the things still on your list for this year

 

On the second one, put in all of the things you want to achieve for next year 

that you wanted to start on this year so as to hit 1 April running

 

Quickly identify the low effort, high results items from both charts and get 

them underway.  

 

Look at the High Effort, High Results items from the This Year chart and work 

out can anything be streamlined or staged to enable you to still benefit from it 

this year but whilst also still having capacity to tackle other things.  

 

Look at the High Effort, High Results items from the 1 April chart and work out 

what can you do now, either in reduced format, or with volunteers, a working 

group, or guinea pigs as a Beta version so that you can start the work now and 

make headway, on albeit a reduced basis, to hit the ground running on 1 April.

 

 

 



Then.....

 

Have a look at what's left - what was in the low results boxes in both charts 

and what are they on your list at all?  

 

Many of acknowledge we work in a world where we have to accept there are 

things we're expected to do, either individually or as a team, that we have to 

do or are encouraged to do that have very little impact or value but which are 

deemed important, either;

 

a) because of who it involves

 

b) because of history

 

c) because someone more senior than you has said so

 

d) because you know you need to do something, and you know the task on the 

list isn't the right task, but you haven't yet found the time to work our what 

the better action  / task would be to achieve the desired interaction or result

 

Now, there are always going to be things like this in your work life - it's just 

one of those things.  

 

But, there are some things you can do to make accepting them easier.  

Look at each and work out: -

 

- which are worth challenging;

 

- which aren't even worth the attention and you might as well just do; and

 

- which you can see a value in changing for something better

 

Then get on and do just that!


